
Mathematics I Primary Education Year 2018-2019

Practice 1.2 (October 3)

You have to fill this poll https://goo.gl/forms/jiY8jTSylqYGjbMt1 before Tuesday October 2, 8
pm.

1. Compute: a) 331203(4 + 231322(4. b) 7AF(16 + CB5(16.

Write in detail the meaning of the regrouping that you make in case b).

(In base 16, we use letters A, B, C, D, E, F to represent 10, . . . , 15).

2. Compute the result of the following substractions, making the regrouping in minuend and
explaining in detail the meaning. You can use a drawing in case a).

a) 403(6 − 254(5 b) C4FA(16 − 9F8D(16

3. Complete the following boxes:

5 A 6 (12

+ 2 3 B (12

1 3 0 4 1 (12

6 5 0 2 (7

− 2 5 4 (7

6 0 2 (7

4. Compute using ABN algorithms:

a) 362 + 284 b) 584 − 197 c) 436 − 389

5. Compare the result of the multiplications 24 × 21 and 23 × 22 without any computation, in
the following two ways:

a) Graphically, using the mesh in the figure.

b) Writing the numbers of the second multiplication in terms of the numbers of the first
one, and applying the distributive law.

6. Imagine that you have a calculator where you cannot type numbers with more than three
digits (in the screen bigger numbers can be displayed). How could you use this calculator to
compute 683002300876 × 396?

7. Invent two division problems containing the following terms: “bottles”, “boxes”, 90, 6. In one
of the problems the division must have the partitive meaning, in the other one the grouping
meaning.

https://goo.gl/forms/jiY8jTSylqYGjbMt1


8. The combinatorial model for multiplication:

Let us assume that a kid has three trousers and four T-shirts, and that he does not care about
combining colors. In how many ways can he get dressed? You can make a table, or a tree, as
in the figure:

P1

C1 C2 C3 C4

P2

C1 C2 C3 C4

P3

C1 C2 C3 C4

The main advantage of the tree is that it allows you to solve more general problems: what
happens if the kid has also two pairs of shoes? In how many ways can he get dressed now?

This way of organizing the information will be useful in the near future. It is also the basic
tool for the following problem.

9. For a random car, what is more likely, that all the figures of the licence plate are different or
that some of them are repeated?

10. a) Look for different definitions of even numbers.

b) Study the parity of the sum of two numbers, in terms of the parity of the numbers.

c) Study the parity of the product of two numbers, in terms of the parity of the numbers.

d) Study the parity of the following numbers:

a) 325 + 32887 + 7368 b) 320 + 218 + 555 + 727436 + 827469


